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A Race for a Wild Wyoming Landscape: Celebrating our first Public Lands Day in the Red Desert 

In the past two years, the Red Desert has witnessed unprecedented threats.  The BLM sold hundreds of oil and gas 
leases on thousands of acres within crucial wildlife habitat, including in the migration corridor and sage grouse 
habitat.  Parcels were leased in culturally valuable areas, such as Skull Rim, and near many important backcountry 
recreation areas and Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs). Wyoming also witnessed one of the worst anti-Wilderness 
bills (HR 6939, which failed) in history that would have opened up over 4.4 million acres of public land—mostly 
in the Red Desert—to motorized use and industrial exploitation.   
 
Despite all of these setbacks, Wyoming residents statewide spoke on an issue that most believe in—public land. On 
February 26, 2019, HB 99 establishing a Wyoming Public Lands Day was approved by state legislators and signed 
by Governor Gordon the following day. Wyoming Public Lands Day will be celebrated annually, starting this year 
on Saturday, September 28th.  
 
Whether one subsists, hunts, fishes, hikes, camps, picnics, climbs, or enjoys any other activity on public land, we 
all understand on some level the importance of keeping large swaths of land in public trust, owned by the people. 
This year, WWA and NOLS invite you to commemorate Wyoming’s first Public Lands Day with us at Run the Red 
in the Northern Red Desert.   
 
Originally conceived to honor the 50th anniversary of the Wilderness Act of 1964 and the 30th anniversary of the 
Wyoming Wilderness Act, Run the Red has become an annual celebration for the last five years.  
 
“Run the Red is about getting people out to experience and recreate on an iconic Wyoming landscape,” said John 
Burrows, NOLS Environmental Stewardship Coordinator. “For NOLS, this is an important backcountry classroom 
where we teach our students horse packing skills, and honestly, there just aren’t many places left where you can 
ride for days across open range without hitting a fence or major road.”  
 
This year, the race will include the first ultra-race, a 120K (75 mile) course that begins in South Pass City, heads 
towards the Oregon and Honeycomb Butte WSAs through a maze of canyons, badlands, buttes, and valleys. 
Runners will intersect National Historic Trails, including the Oregon, Mormon, California, and Pony Express routes, 
all of which retain their unspoiled viewsheds and intact wagon-wheel ruts from past centuries. Run the Red also 
provides runners with options to run a half marathon or 45K (28 mile) race.   
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“Running in wild places is everything to me. It’s where I become alive, ground myself, connect with my 
environment and that deep, wild part of myself,” said Cassandra Vincelette, owner of Square State Brewing, and 
previous Run the Red racer from Rock Springs.  “I run on single tracks, mountain trail, and in national parks all 
over the west and have yet to find anything like the Red Desert.  This year, I am really looking forward to the new 
course.” 
 
Don’t want to run but still want to join in on the celebration?  Run the Red has an array of events planned for families 
and runners including campfires, volunteer opportunities, live music, yoga, and guided tours of the South Pass 
Historic Sites and nearby WSAs.  Whether you are a runner, volunteer, or simply want to attend for the celebration, 
WWA, NOLS and our partners encourage everyone to join us for Wyoming’s first public lands day. For more 
information go to runthereddesert.com. 
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